
Simple Friendships: 14 Quilts From Exchange
Friendly Blocks
Quilting is a wonderful way to connect with friends, old and new. And what
better way to do that than by exchanging friendly blocks?
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Exchange friendly blocks are quilt blocks that are designed to be easy to
make and assemble. They're perfect for beginners, but they're also fun for
experienced quilters who are looking for a quick and easy project.

There are many different ways to exchange friendly blocks. You can join a
quilt guild or online group, or you can simply reach out to friends and family
who are also interested in quilting.

Once you have a group of people to exchange with, you can start designing
your blocks. There are endless possibilities, so feel free to get creative.
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When you're finished making your blocks, it's time to assemble them into a
quilt. There are many different ways to do this, so again, feel free to get
creative.

Once your quilt is finished, you'll have a beautiful keepsake that you can
cherish for years to come.

Tips for making exchange friendly blocks

Here are a few tips for making exchange friendly blocks:

* Use fabrics that are easy to work with, such as cotton or quilting cotton. *
Choose simple block patterns that are easy to make and assemble. * Make
sure your blocks are all the same size. * Press your blocks well before
assembling them into a quilt.

Quilt patterns for exchange friendly blocks

Here are a few quilt patterns that are perfect for exchange friendly blocks:

* Simple Friendship Quilt * Simple Friendship Quilt * Easy Friendship Star
Quilt * Sewing Friendships Friend Block Tutorial * Friendship Quilt Blocks

Exchange friendly blocks are a great way to connect with friends, old and
new. They're also a fun and easy way to make beautiful quilts. So what are
you waiting for? Start exchanging blocks today!
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